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About our Licensees

www.bit9.com

Bit9 and Carbon Black have joined together to offer the
industry’s most complete solution for advanced threat
protection for endpoints and servers. The merged company
helps organizations protect themselves from advanced
threats in two critical ways: by reducing their attack surface
through new signature-less forms of prevention, and rapidly
detecting and responding to threats. We do this by
leveraging the powerful combination of Carbon Black’s
lightweight endpoint sensor, which can be rapidly deployed
with no configuration to deliver “incident response in
seconds,” and Bit9’s industry-leading prevention
technologies to continuously monitor and record all activity
on endpoints and servers and stop cyber threats that evade
traditional security defenses.

Sourcefire, now part of Cisco, is a world leader in intelligent
cybersecurity solutions. Together with Cisco, Sourcefire
provides a broad portfolio of integrated solutions that deliver
unmatched visibility and continuous advanced threat
protection across the entire attack continuum, allowing
customers to act more quickly – before, during and after an
attack. Sourcefire’s innovation in open source security, as
well as commercial next-generation network security
platforms and advanced malware protection solutions has
been trusted for more than 10 years. For more information
about Sourcefire, please visit www.sourcefire.com.

www.sourcefire.com

Founded in 2006 and acquired by IBM in 2013, Bostonbased Trusteer is the leading provider of endpoint cybercrime
prevention solutions that protect organizations against
financial fraud and data breaches. Hundreds of organizations
and millions of end users rely on Trusteer to protect their web
applications,computers and mobile devices from online
threats that are invisible to legacy security
solutions. Trusteer’s Cybercrime Prevention
Architecture combines multi-layer security software with realtime threat intelligence to achieve sustainable protection
against malware and phishing attacks and meet regulatory
compliance requirements.

www.trusteer.com
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Introduction
Endpoint protection has become the punching bag of security. For every successful attack, the
blame seems to point directly to a failure of endpoint protection. Not that this is totally unjustified —
most solutions for endpoint protection have failed to keep pace with attackers. In our 2014 Endpoint
Security Buyers Guide1 , we discussed many of the issues around endpoint hygiene and mobility, and
explored the social engineering (human) element underlying many attacks, and then how to prepare
employees for social engineering attacks in Security Awareness Training Evolution2.
But hygiene and awareness alone will not deter
advanced attackers very long. We frequently say
advanced attackers are only as advanced as they need
to be: they take the path of least resistance. But the
converse is also true. When these adversaries need
advanced techniques, they use them. Traditional
malware defenses such as antivirus don’t stand much
chance against a zero-day attack.
This Advanced Endpoint and Server Protection paper will

But hygiene and
awareness alone will not
deter advanced attackers
very long. When these
adversaries need
advanced techniques,
they use them.

dig into protecting devices against advanced attackers.
We will highlight a number of new alternatives for
preventing and detecting advanced malware, and examine new techniques and tools to investigate
attacks and search for indicators of compromise within your environment.
But first let’s provide some context for what has been happening with traditional endpoint protection,
because you need to understand the current state of AV technology to appreciate how advanced
alternatives help.

AV Evolution
Signature-based AV no longer works — we have known that for years. Not just because blocking a
file you know is bad isn’t enough any more. There are simply too many bad files, and new ones crop
up too quickly, to possibly compare every file to a blacklist of bad files on each device. Signaturebased AV still blocks the attacks it knows about, but that is a small subset of what you need to
defend against. Attacker tactics have changed, so classic AV is no longer even remotely adequate.

1

https://securosis.com/research/publication/the-2014-endpoint-security-buyers-guide

2

https://securosis.com/research/publication/security-awareness-training-evolution
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So AV vendors adapted, focusing on broadening their suites of endpoint protection technologies to
include host intrusion prevention, which blocks known-bad actions at the kernel level. The industry
also started leveraging information gleaned across its broad customer base to identify IP addresses
known to do bad things and files which contain embedded malware. This information is known as
threat intelligence, and can help you learn from attacks targeting other organizations.
Endpoint security providers keep adding modules to increasingly broad and heavy endpoint
protection suites. Things like server host intrusion prevention, patch/configuration management, and
even full application whitelisting — all attempts to ensure no unauthorized executables run on
protected devices.
To be fair, the big AV vendors have not been standing still. They are adapting and working to
broaden their protection to keep pace with attackers. But even with all their tools packaged
together, their protection can never be enough. Trying to protect software is a losing battle because
no software is ever perfect or defect-free. Any single security control can be circumvented. To block
a determined attacker you need multiple coordinated controls, and even then you need to plan for
failure.
We need to rethink how we manage threats as an industry, in light of these attacks and the cold
hard reality that they cannot all be stopped. We presented some ideas about how threat
management will evolve in the CISO’s Guide to Advanced Attackers 3, but that research focused on
what needs to happen to respond to an advanced attack. Now we want to document a broader
threat management process, which we will refine over time as attackers and defenses evolve.

Threat Management Reimagined
Threat management is a hard concept to get your arms around. Where does it start? Where does it
end? Isn’t threat management really just another way of describing security? Those hard questions
do not have absolute answers. We’ll define threat management within the context of dealing with an
attack. It’s not about compliance, even though most mandates are responses to attacks that
happened 5 years ago. It’s not really about hygiene — keeping your devices properly configured and
patched is good operational practice, but not tied to a specific attack. It’s not about finding
resources to actually execute on these plans, nor is it an issue of communicating the value of the
security team. These are all responsibilities of a broader security program.
Threat management is a subset of the larger security program — typically the most visible capability.
So let’s explain how we think about threat management (for the moment, at least).
1. Assessment: You cannot protect what you don’t know about — that hasn’t changed and
isn’t about to. So the first step is gaining visibility into all devices, data sources, and
applications that present risk to your environment. Additionally you need to understand the
security posture of anything you have to protect.

3

https://securosis.com/research/publication/the-cisos-guide-to-advanced-attackers
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2. Prevention: Next you try to stop attacks from succeeding. This is where most of the effort
in security has been for the past decade, with mixed (okay, lousy) results. A number of new
tactics and techniques are modestly increasing effectiveness, but the simple fact is that you
cannot prevent every attack. It is now a question of reducing your attack surface as much
as practical. If you can stop the simplistic attacks, you can focus on the advanced ones.
3. Detection: You cannot prevent every attack, so you need a way to detect attacks after they
get through your defenses. There are a number of different options for detection — most
based on watching for patterns that indicate a compromised device. The key is to shorten
the time between when the device is compromised and when you discover it has been
compromised.
4. Investigation: Once you detect an attack you need to verify the compromise and
understand what it actually did. This typically involves a formal investigation, including a
structured process to gather forensic data from devices, triage to determine the root cause
of the attack, and a search to determine how widely the attack spread within your
environment.
5. Remediation: Once you understand what happened you can put a plan in place to recover.
This might involve cleaning the machine, or more likely re-imaging it and starting over again.
This step can leverage ongoing hygiene activities (such as patch and configuration
management) because you can and should use tools you already have to re-image
compromised devices.
This reimagined threat management process incorporates people, processes, and technology —
integrated across endpoints, servers, networks, and mobile devices. Obviously as mobility and cloud
computing continue to disrupt the ways we provision infrastructure and where we store data, we will
have a number of different use cases, which may require alternative architectures and control sets.
In this paper we will apply the threat management process to protect endpoints and servers against
malware attacks. We understand you will be doing many different things on the network and within
applications to protect devices, so we will point out integration points for network and application
controls.
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Assessment
Given the ineffectiveness of most traditional security controls against advanced attacks, it is time to
reimagine the way we do threat management. As described above, this new process has 5 phases;
we call the first phase Assessment. You need to know what you have, how vulnerable it is, and how
exposed it is. With this information you can prioritize your exposure and design a set of security
controls to protect it.

What’s at Risk?

Before you go into a long
monologue about how you
don’t have anything to
steal, forget it. Every
organization has
something that is
interesting to some
adversary.

As we described in the CISO’s Guide to Advanced
Attackers, you need to understand what attackers will try
to access in your environment, and why. Before you go
into a long monologue about how you don’t have
anything to steal, forget it. Every organization has
something that is interesting to some adversary. It could
be as simple as compromising devices to launch attacks
on other sites, or as focused as gaining access to your
environment to steal the schematics to your latest
project. You cannot afford to assume adversaries will not

use advanced attacks — you need to be prepared either way.
We call this Mission Assessment, and it involves figuring out what’s important in your environment.
This helps identify the targets most likely to interest attackers. When trying to understand what an
advanced attacker will probably come looking for, there is a fairly short list:
1. Intellectual property
2. Protected customer data
3. Business operational data (proposals, logistics, etc.)
4. Everything else
To learn where this data resides within your organization, you need to get out from behind your desk
and talk to senior management and peers.
Once you understand the potential targets you can begin to profile adversaries likely to be interested
in them. Again, we can put together a short list of likely attacker types:
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1. Unsophisticated: These folks favor smash and grab attacks, using publicly available
exploits (perhaps leveraging attack tools such as Metasploit and the Social Engineer’s
Toolkit) or packaged attack kits they buy on the Internet. They are opportunists who take
what they can get.
2. Organized Crime: The next step up the food chain is organized criminals. They invest in
security research, test their exploits, and always have a plan to exfiltrate and monetize what
they find. They are also opportunistic but can be quite sophisticated in attacking payment
processors and large-scale retailers. They tend to be most interested in financial data but
have been known to steal intellectual property if they can sell it and/or use brute force
approaches like DDoS threats for extortion.
3. Competitor: Competitors sometimes use underhanded means to gain advantage in
product development and competitive bids. They tend to be most interested in intellectual
property and business operations.
4. State-sponsored: Of course we all hear the fretting about alleged Chinese military
attackers, but you can bet every large nation-state has a team practicing offensive tactics.
They are all interested in stealing all sorts of data — from both commercial and government
entities. And some of them don’t care much about concealing their presence.
Understanding likely attackers provides insight into their tactics, which enables you to design and
implement security controls to address the risks. But before you can design a security control set,
you need to understand where the devices are, as well as their vulnerabilities.

Discovery
This process finds the endpoints and servers on your
network and makes sure everything is accounted for.
Performed early in the endpoint and server protection
process, it helps avoid “oh crap” moments. It is no good
to stumble over a bunch of unknown devices with no
idea what they are, what they have access to, or
whether they are steaming piles of malware. Additionally,
an ongoing discovery process can shorten the window
between something popping up on your network, you
discovering it, and then figuring out whether it has been

It is no good to stumble
over a bunch of unknown
devices with no idea what
they are, what they have
access to, or whether they
are steaming piles of
malware.

compromised.
A number of discovery techniques are available, including actively scanning your entire address
space for devices and profiling what you find. This works well enough and is traditionally the main
method of initial discovery. You can supplement active discovery with a passive discovery capability,
which monitors network traffic and identifies new devices based on network communications.
Depending on the sophistication of the passive analysis, devices can be profiled and vulnerabilities
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can be identified (as we will discuss below), but the primary goal of passive monitoring is to find new
unmanaged devices faster. Passive discovery is also helpful for identifying devices hidden behind
firewalls and on protected segments which active discovery cannot reach.
Finally, another complicating factor for discovery — especially for servers — is cloud computing.
With the ability to spin up and take down virtual instances — perhaps outside your data center in a
public cloud — your platform needs to both track and assess cloud resources, which requires some
means of accessing cloud console(s) and figuring out what instances are in use.
Finally, make sure to also pull data from existing asset repositories such as your CMDB, which
Operations presumably uses to track all the stuff they think is out there. It is difficult to keep these
data stores current, so this is no substitute for an active scan, but it provides a cross-check on
what’s in your environment.

Determine Security Posture
Once you know what’s out there you need to figure out whether it’s secure. Or more realistically how
vulnerable it is. That typically requires some kind of vulnerability scan on the devices you discovered.
There are many aspects to vulnerability scanning — at the endpoint, server, and application layers —
so we won’t rehash all our findings from Vulnerability Management Evolution4 . Check that paper out
to understand how a vulnerability management platform can help prioritize your operational security
activity. Key features to expect from your scanner include:
•

Device/Protocol Support: Once you find an endpoint or server you need to determine its
security posture. Compliance demands that we scan all devices with access to private/
sensitive/protected data, so any scanner should assess all varieties of devices running in
your environment — including both endpoints and servers.

•

External and Internal Scanning: Don’t assume adversaries are purely external or purely
internal — you need to assess devices from both inside and outside your network. Look for
a scanner appliance (which might be virtualized) to scan your environment from the inside.
You will also want to monitor your IP space from the outside (either with a scanner on the
outside of your network or cloud service) to identify new Internet-facing devices, find open
ports, etc.

•

Accuracy: Unless you enjoy chasing wild geese you will appreciate scanners that prioritize
accuracy to minimize false positives.

•

Vulnerability Research: Every vulnerability requires a determination of severity, so it is very
helpful to have information — from either the vendor’s research team or third parties — on

4

https://securosis.com/research/publication/vulnerability-management-evolution-from-tactical-scanner-to-strateg
ic-platf
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vulnerabilities directly within the scanning console, to help figure out which problems are
real.
•

Scale: The scanner must be able to scan your environment quickly and effectively —
whether it is 200 or 200,000 devices. Make sure it is extensible enough to cover what you
need as you add devices, databases, apps, virtual instances, etc.

•

New and Updated Tests: Organizations face new attacks constantly and attackers never
stop evolving. Your scanner needs to stay current to test for the latest attacks. Exploit code
based on patches and public vulnerability disclosures typically appears within a day, so
scanners need to be updated almost daily, and you need the ability to update them with
new tests transparently — whether on-premises or in the cloud.
A vulnerability scan provides perspective on what is

You presumably have a
bunch of defenses in
place on the network in
front of your endpoints
and servers, so attackers
may not be able to reach
a vulnerable device.

vulnerable, but that doesn’t necessarily equate to risk.
You presumably have a bunch of defenses in place on
the network in front of your endpoints and servers, so
attackers may not be able to reach a vulnerable device.
Automated attack path analysis and visualization tools
can be useful for determining which devices can be
reached by an external attacker or a compromised
internal device.
It may not be as sexy as a shiny malware sandbox or
advanced detection technology, but these assessment

tasks are necessary before you can even start thinking about building a set of controls to prevent
advanced attacks. Assessment needs to happen on an ongoing basis because your technology
environment is dynamic, and the attacks you see are subject to change as well — sometimes daily.
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Prevention

After assessment you know what you have and what risk it presents to the organization. Now you
can design a control set to prevent compromise from happening in the first place.
Obviously there are many layers you can and should bring to bear to protect endpoints and servers.
Our PCI-centric brethren call these compensating controls. But we aren’t talking about network or
application stuff in this paper, so we will restrict our discussion to technologies and tactics focused
on preventing compromise on endpoints and servers themselves. As we described in the 2014
Endpoint Security Buyer’s Guide, there are a number of alternative approaches to protecting
endpoints and servers to discuss, compare, and contrast.

Traditional File Signatures
We cannot really discuss endpoint prevention without at least mentioning signatures. You remember
those, right? Signature-based controls are all about maintaining a huge blacklist of known malicious
files to prevent from executing. The Free AV products on the market now typically only use this
approach, but the broader endpoint protection suites have been supplementing traditional signature
engines with additional heuristics and cloud-based file reputation for years.

To expand a bit on file reputation, AV vendors realized long ago that it isn’t feasible to download
hashes for every single known malware file to every single protected endpoint. So they took a cloudbased approach, keeping a small subset of common malware signatures on each device, and if a file
cannot be found locally the endpoint agent consults the cloud for a determination. If the file isn’t
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known by the cloud either, it may be uploaded for analysis. This is similar to how cloud-based
network-based malware detection5 works.
But detection of advanced attacks is still problematic if detection is restricted to matching files at
runtime. You have no chance to detect zero-day or polymorphic malware attacks, which are both
very common. So attention has moved to other approaches.

Advanced Heuristics
You cannot depend on matching what a file looks like, so
you need to pay much more attention to what it does.
This is the concept behind the advanced heuristics used
to detect malware in recent years. The issue with early
heuristics was having enough context to know whether
an executable was taking a legitimate action. Malicious
actions were defined generically for each device based
on operating system characteristics, so false positives
(blocking a legitimate action) and false negatives (failing
to block an attack) were both common: a lose/lose
scenario.
Heuristics have evolved to recognize normal application

Heuristics have evolved to
recognize normal
application behavior. This
requires understanding all
the legitimate functions
within a constrained
universe of frequently
targeted applications, and
developing a detailed
profile of each covered
application.

behavior. This advance dramatically improved accuracy,
because rules are built and maintained for the specific application. This requires understanding all
the legitimate functions within a constrained universe of frequently targeted applications, and
developing a detailed profile of each covered application. Any unapproved application action is
blocked. Vendors basically build a positive security model for each application — a tremendous
amount of work.

5

https://securosis.com/research/publication/network-based-malware-detection-2.0-assessing-scale-accuracy-a
nd-deployment
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That means you won’t see every application profiled with true advanced heuristics, as the cost of
building (and maintaining) the profile isn’t in line with how likely the application will be an attacker
target. As long as you can protect the “big 7” applications targeted most often by attackers
(browsers, Java, Adobe Reader, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook), you can dramatically
reduce the attack surface of each endpoint and server.
To use a simple example, there are no good reasons for a keylogger to capture keystrokes while
filling out a form on a banking website. And it is decidedly fishy to take a screen grab of a form with
PII on it at the time of submission. These activities would have been missed previously — both
screen grabs and key logging are legitimate operating system functions in specific scenarios — but
context enables us to recognize these actions as attacks and stop them.
To dig a little deeper, let’s list some specific types of behavior advanced heuristics look for:
•

Executables/dependencies

•

Injected threads

•

Process creation

•

System file/configuration/registry changes

•

File system changes

•

Frequently attacked OS-level functions including print screen, network stack changes, key
logging, etc.

•

Turning security protections off

•

Account creation and privilege escalation

Vendors’ ongoing research ensures their profiles of approved activities for protected applications
remain current. For more detail on these kinds of advanced heuristics check out our Evolving
Endpoint Malware Detection6 research.
Of course this doesn’t mean attackers won’t continue to target operating system vulnerabilities,
applications (including the big 7), or the weakest link in your environment — employees — with
social engineering attacks. But advanced heuristics makes a big difference in the efficacy of antimalware technology for profiled applications.

Application Control
Application control entails a default deny posture on devices. You define a set of authorized
executables that can run on a device, and block everything else. With a strong policy in place
application control provides true device lockdown — no executables (either malicious or legitimate)
can execute without being explicitly authorized. We took a deep dive into application control7 in a
6

https://securosis.com/research/publication/evolving-endpoint-malware-detection-dealing-with-advanced-and-t
argeted-atta
7

https://securosis.com/research/publication/reducing-attack-surface-with-application-control
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recent paper, so we will just highlight some key aspects
here.

Application control has
found success where
devices can and should
be totally locked down.
That means fixed-function
devices such as kiosks
and ATMs, as well as
servers — where a flexible
user experience isn’t a
requirement.

Candidly, application control has suffered significant
perception issues, mostly because early versions of the
technology were shoehorned into general-purpose use
cases where they significantly impaired user experience.
If employees think a security control prevents them from
doing their jobs it will not last. But over the past few
years application control has found success in a few use
cases where devices can and should be totally locked
down. That typically means fixed-function devices such
as kiosks and ATMs, as well as servers — where a
flexible user experience isn’t a requirement.

It is possible to deploy application control in a generalpurpose context for knowledge workers, but the deployment must provide sufficient flexibility to
allow employees to use the applications they need when they need them. That might require a grace
period when users can run new software without waiting for authorization, or specifically defining
situations where unrecognized software can run — perhaps for applications from authorized
software publishers or installed by trusted employees. But the more flexibility you provide for
software execution, the weaker your effective security — and the point of application control is to
greatly strengthen it.

Isolation
In addition to better profiling malware and looking for indicators of compromise, another growing
prevention technique is isolating executables from the rest of the device by running them in a kind of
sandbox. The idea is to spin up a walled garden for a limited set of applications (the big 7, for
example) to shield the rest of the device from anything bad happening to those applications. A more
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complicated approach involves isolating every process running on the device from all other
processes, which enables much finer granularity for which activities are allowed on the endpoint or
server.
In the event an application is compromised (and detected using advanced heuristics, as described
above), the sandbox prevents the application (and

Isolation isn’t actually new.
Security-aware individuals
have been running risky
applications in virtual
machines for years. These
new endpoint protection
technologies focus on
being transparent to
unsophisticated users.

whoever has subverted it) from accessing core device
features such as the file system and memory, and
prevents the attacker from loading additional malware.
Isolation technology can take a forensic image of the
application to facilitate malware analysis before killing the
application and resetting the sandbox.
Isolation isn’t actually new. Security-aware individuals
have been running risky applications in virtual machines
for years. These new endpoint protection technologies
focus on being transparent to unsophisticated users. In
fact, the users might not even know they are running
applications in isolated environments.

Of course sandboxes are not a panacea. The isolation technology needs to utilize base operating
system services (network stacks, printer drivers, etc.), so the device may still be vulnerable to direct
attacks on those services despite isolation. Additionally, isolation technology doesn’t relieve you from
the need to manage device hygiene (patching and configuration), as discussed in our Endpoint
Security Buyer’s Guide.
Another concern with isolation is increasingly sophisticated evasion tactics — attackers continually
refine their ability to recognize when their malware is running in an isolated environment, and then “lie
low”. When isolating server devices (either by running them in a private cloud or using isolation
technologies), you are basically running the malware in a sandbox, so many of the evasion tactics
used to defeat network-based sandboxes are again effective. These include requiring human
interaction (such as dialog boxes), malware quiet periods (waiting out the sandbox), process hiding
(to evade heuristic detection), and version/environment checks (to only attack vulnerable applications
or operating systems).
Keep in mind that isolation technologies are very resource-intensive for the underlying device.
Without a fairly recent and high-powered device these products can seriously impact performance.

Deployment
As with traditional endpoint protection suites, these new offerings require presence on each
protected desktop or server. Yes, you need agents everywhere, and yes, they basically act as benign
rootkits on each device. That is necessary because much of today’s malware interacts at the kernel
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level, so prevention must run similarly deep to keep up. The good news is that technologies to
deploy and manage agents (even hundreds of thousands) are robust and mature.
The bad news is that most of these advanced endpoint and server prevention technologies do not
include traditional signature engines. And yes, earlier we did discuss the ineffectiveness of those
older techniques, but there is one significant reason signatures are still in play: compliance. A strict
assessor might interpret the requirement for anti-malware on all in-scope devices as requiring
signature-based detection. Until there is a precedent for assessors to accept advanced heuristics
and isolation technologies as sufficient to satisfy the requirement for anti-malware defenses, you may
also need a traditional agent on each device.

A Note on ‘Eﬀectiveness’
As you start evaluating these advanced prevention offerings, don’t be surprised to get a bunch of
inconsistent data on the effectiveness of specific approaches. You are also likely to encounter many
well-spoken evangelists spouting monumental amounts of hyperbole and religion in favor of their
particular approach — whatever it may be — at the expense of all other options. This happens in
every security market undergoing rapid innovation, as companies try to establish momentum for
their approaches and products.
A lab test favoring one product or approach over another isn’t much consolation when you need to
clean up an attack your tools failed to prevent. And those evangelists are nowhere to be found when
a security researcher shows how to evade their shiny technology at the latest Black Hat conference.
We at Securosis try to float above the hyperbole and propaganda to keep you focused on what’s
really important — not claimed 1% effectiveness differences. If products or categories are within a
few percent of each other across a variety of tests, we consider that a draw.
But if you look hard enough, you can find value in comparative tests. An outlier warrants
investigation and a critical assessment of the test and methodology. Was it skewed toward one
category? Was the test commissioned by a vendor or someone else with an agenda? Was real
malware, freshly found in the wild, used in the test? All testing methodologies have issues and
limitations — don’t base a decision, or even a short list, around a magic chart or a product review/
test.

What’s Right for You?
That begs the question of how to decide on a preventative technology. You need to answer a few
questions:
1. What kind of adversaries do you face?
2. Which applications are most frequently used?
3. How disruptive will employees allow the protection to be?
4. What percentage of devices have been replaced in the past year?
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With answers to these questions you should be able to implement a set of prevention controls on
endpoints and servers, which will work within the organization’s constraints.

Accepting Reality
Now your friends at Securosis are going to deliver the hard truth. You cannot block ALL of the
attacks. Adversaries have gotten much better, attack surface has increased dramatically, and you
are not going to prevent every attack. Pwnage will happen so what you do next is critical — both to
protecting the critical information in your environment,
and to your success as a security professional. That is
just the harsh reality. You are still locked in an arms race
that shows no signs of abating. It is only a matter of time
before attackers come out with new tactics to defeat
even the latest and greatest endpoint and server
protection technologies.
Prevention remains the shiny object most practitioners
hope to achieve. If you can stop the attack before the
device is compromised, there’s no need for clean-up,

You cannot block ALL of
the attacks. Adversaries
have gotten much better,
attack surface has
increased dramatically,
and you are not going to
prevent every attack.

right? We remind everyone that hope is not a strategy,
and counting on blocking every attack before it reaches
your devices always ends badly.
So let’s reiterate one of our core security principles: Once a device is compromised, you need to
shorten the window between compromise and when you know the device has been owned. Simple
to say but very hard to do. The way to get there is to shift your focus from prevention to a more
inclusive process, including detection and investigation…
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Detection

To be fair, there is a gray area between detection and prevention, at least for endpoints and servers.
If you are looking at controls using advanced heuristics, you detect the malicious behavior first and
then block it. In an isolation scenario you run executables in the walled garden, but you don’t really
do anything until you detect bad activity — then you kill the virtual machine or process under attack.
But there is more to detection than just figuring out what to block. Detection in the broader sense
needs to include finding attacks you missed during execution because:
1. You didn’t know it was malware at the time — which happens frequently, especially given
how quickly attackers innovate. Advanced attackers have stockpiles of unknown exploits (0days) which they use as needed. So your prevention technology could be working as
designed, but still not recognize an attack. There is no shame in that.
2. Alternatively, the prevention technology may have missed the attack. This is common
because advanced adversaries specialize in evading known preventative controls.
So how can you detect after compromise? Monitor other data sources for indicators that a device
has been compromised. Even though this research focuses on protecting endpoints and servers,
looking only at devices is insufficient. You also need to monitor the network for a full view of what’s
really happening, using a couple techniques:
1. Network-based malware detection: One of the most reliable ways to identify
compromised devices is to watch for communication with known botnets. You can look for
specific traffic patterns or communications to known botnet IP addresses. We covered
these concepts in our NBMD 2.0 8 and TI+SM 9 papers.
2. Egress/Content Filtering: You can also look for content that should not leave the confines
of your network. This might involve a broad DLP deployment 10 or looking for sensitive
content in your web filters, email security gateways, and next generation firewalls.

8

https://securosis.com/research/publication/network-based-malware-detection-2.0-assessing-scale-accuracy-a
nd-deployment
9

https://securosis.com/research/publication/leveraging-threat-intelligence-in-security-monitoring

10

https://securosis.com/research/publication/implementing-and-managing-a-data-loss-prevention-solution
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Keep in mind that every endpoint and server device has a network stack of some sort, so a subset
of full monitoring can be performed within the device, by at traffic that enters and leaves the stack.
As mentioned above, threat intelligence (TI) is making detection much more effective, facilitated by
information sharing between vendors and organizations. With TI you can become aware of new
attacks, emerging botnets, websites serving malware, and a variety of other things you haven’t seen
yet and therefore otherwise wouldn’t know are bad. Basically you leverage TI to look for attacks
even after they enter your network and possibly compromise your devices. We call this retrospective
searching. This works by either a) using file trajectory —
tracking all file activity on all devices, looking for malware
files/droppers as they appear and move through your

Even though it may seem
like it, you aren’t really
getting ahead of the
threat. Instead you are
looking for attacks likely to
hit you because they are
already in the wild.

network; or b) looking for attack indicators on devices
with detailed activity searching on endpoints —
assuming you collect sufficient endpoint data.
Even though it may seem like it, you aren’t really getting
ahead of the threat. Instead you are looking for attacks
likely to hit you because they are already in the wild.
Attackers constantly reuse and recycle tactics and
malware against different targets, so this approach gives
you a little early warning of what’s coming.

Once you identify a suspicious device you need to verify whether it is really compromised.
Verification involves scrutinizing what the endpoint has done recently for indicators of compromise or
other activity that confirms a successful attack.
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Investigation

Once you confirm the endpoint has been compromised, you go into incident response/containment
mode. As we described in React Faster and Better 11, there are a number of steps in a formal
investigation. We won’t rehash them here, but to investigate a compromised endpoint or server you
need to capture a bunch of forensic information from the device, including:
1. Memory contents
2. Process lists
3. Disk images (to capture the state of the file system)
4. Registry values
5. Executables (to support malware analysis and reverse engineering)
6. Network activity logs
As part of the investigation you also need to understand the attack timeline. This enables you to
identify the first compromised device (Patient Zero), as
well as all other affected devices, so you can effectively
contain the damage when you reach the remediation
phase. The timeline shows how the malware got into
your network in the first place, and how it proliferated to
other devices.
This highlights one of the biggest problems in handling
modern malware: getting completely rid of it. Even if you
wipe an infected device to bare metal and re-image,
unless you successfully identify and successfully clean all
other infected devices in your environment, the malware

Even if you wipe an
infected device to bare
metal and re-image,
unless you successfully
identify and successfully
clean all other infected
devices in your
environment, the malware
will cause more trouble.

will cause more trouble. Your investigations need to
isolate all affected devices and clean them once and for
all.
11

https://securosis.com/Research/Publication/react-faster-and-better-new-approaches-for-advanced-incident-res
ponse
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You cannot just rely on behavioral indicators (the device behaving badly) to identify affected devices,
because the malware may be lying dormant and awaiting instructions from a bot master. You need
to analyze detailed telemetry from endpoints and servers to determine whether indicators are
present — which brings us to the proverbial glue that enables both detection and investigation of
attacks on endpoints and servers.

Capture Two Birds (with One Agent)
As we explained in our 2014 Endpoint Security Buyer’s Guide, to really investigate a device you need
to capture what’s happening on endpoints and servers at a very granular level. This includes file
activity, registry changes, privilege escalation, executed programs, network activity, and a variety of
other activities on the device. We call this Device Activity Monitoring, and it is also called ETDR
(Enterprise Threat Detection and Response).

To really investigate a
device you need to
capture what’s happening
on endpoints and servers
at a very granular level.

The key functions in device activity monitoring start with
data capture. For comprehensive investigation you
need to capture data continuously. Of course that might
not be practical on all devices, in which case you can
use a trigger to initiate full collection. For example if a
user starts sending traffic to a known bot network, you
would start pulling detailed data from the endpoint
because the device has likely been compromised.

Another capture decision is where to store the data. There is a battle brewing between products that
store device telemetry data on customer premises and those which store in the cloud. There are
pros and cons to both approaches. On one side you will hear legitimate concerns about the security
implications of moving such sensitive data to the cloud. On the other hand the need for large-scale
analysis of aggregated and anonymized data to identify emerging patterns across organizations
favors a cloud-based model. Mr. Market will determine the right approach soon enough, but where
to store your telemetry data is a deployment decision you need to make when selecting an
approach.
Next, the activity monitoring technology should have adequate hooks for Threat Intelligence (TI)
integration. The vendor’s research team can and should populate agents with emerging attack
indicators, IP and file reputation, etc., to provide a basis for detecting advanced attacks. But one
research feed is not enough, so you will want a product flexible enough to ingest other feeds — likely
through industry standard TI formats such as STIX, TAXII, OpenIOC, OTX, et al.
Finally, endpoints and servers generate a huge amount of data, so the product will need to perform
big data style analysis on the telemetry data to identify patterns and develop relationships
between data sources. Having the data is the first step. Supplementing it with external information to
help prioritize focus areas is second. Being able to analyze the data to provide useful information to
security practitioners and incident responders is the third leg of the device activity monitoring
triangle.
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Quick Wins

Let’s apply these concepts in a scenario to see how it plays out. In this scenario you work for a hightech company which provides classified technology to a number of governments, and has a lot of
valuable intellectual property. You know you are targeted by state-sponsored adversaries interested
in the classified information and intellectual property on your networks. So you have plenty of senior
management support and significant resources to invest in dealing with advanced threats.
You bought into reimagined threat management, and have deployed a combination of controls on
your endpoints and servers. These include advanced heuristics on valuable endpoints, application
control on servers with access to key intellectual property stores, and broad deployment of device
activity monitoring technology — all because you know it is a matter of when rather than if you will
be compromised. You supplement endpoint and server protections with network-based malware
detection and full packet capture.
Resource constraints are not a primary concern, and you have controls in place to deal with
advanced adversaries. Of course that and $4 will get you coffee, so you need to build these controls
into a strong process to ensure you can react faster and better to the attacks you know are coming.

The Attack: Take 1
This attack starts as many do, with an adversary sending a phishing email with a malicious MS
Office attachment to an employee in the Finance department. The employee’s device has an agent
with advanced heuristics, which identifies malicious behavior when the file attempts to turn off the
traditional AV product and install what looks like a dropper on the device. The agent runs at the
kernel level so it manages to block the attack and alert the administrators. No harm is done… this
time.
These are the kinds of quick wins you are looking for, and even with proper security awareness
training, employees are still very likely to be duped by advanced attackers. So additional layers of
defense, beyond the traditional endpoint protection suite, are critical.

The Attack: Take 2
An advanced adversary is not likely to give up after a blocked initial foray. This time they target the
CEO’s administrative assistant. They pull out a big gun and use a true 0-day to exploit an unknown
flaw in the operating system to compromise their device. They deliver the exploit via another
phishing email and get the admin to click a link to a dedicated server never used for anything else,
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which has a clean IP reputation. A drive-by download exploits the OS using the 0-day, and from
there they escalate privileges on the admin’s device, steal credentials (including the CEO’s logins)
and begin reconnaissance within the organization, seeking the data they were tasked to steal.
As the adversary is moving laterally throughout the organization they compromise additional devices
and get closer to their goal, a CAD system with schematics and reports on classified technology. As
mentioned above, your organization deployed network-based malware detection to look for
callbacks, and since a number of devices have used similar patterns of DNS searches (which seem
to be driven by a domain-generating algorithm), alarms go off regarding a possible compromise.
While you are undertaking the initial validation and triage of this potential attack, your adversaries find
the CAD system and attempt to penetrate the server and steal the data. But the server has
application control technology installed and will not run unauthorized executables. So the attack is
blocked and the security team is alerted to a bunch of unauthorized activity on that server. At this
point you may decide to remove the sensitive data from the CAD server or perhaps even load up
some fake information to deceive the attackers. Another quick win: attackers found their target but
can’t get the data they want directly.
Between the endpoint compromise calling back to the botnet and attempts on the server, you have
definitive proof of an adversary in your midst. At this point the incident response process kicks in.

Respond and Contain
As we described in our incident response fundamentals 12 series, you start the response process
after confirming an attack by escalating the incident based on what’s at risk and the likelihood of
data loss. Then you size up 13 the incident by determining the scope of the attack, the attacker’s
tactics, and who the attacker is, to get a feel for intent. With that information you can decide what
kind of response you need to undertake, and its urgency.
Your next step is to contain the attack14 and make sure you have the potential damage under
control. This can take a variety of forms but normally entails quarantining the affected device
(endpoint or server) and starting the forensics investigation. But in this scenario — working with
senior management, general counsel, and external forensic investigators — the decision has been
made to leave the compromised devices on the network. You might do this for a couple reasons:
1. You don’t want to tip off the adversary that you know they are there. Once they know they
have been detected they may burrow in deeper, hiding in nooks and crannies and making it
much harder to really get rid of them.

12

https://securosis.com/blog/incident-response-fundamentals-index-of-posts

13

http://securosis.com/blog/comments/incident-response-fundamentals-trigger-escalate-and-size-up/

14

http://securosis.com/blog/comments/incident-response-fundamentals-contain-investigate-and-mitigate/
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2. Given an advanced attacker targeting your environment, you can gather a bunch of
intelligence about their tactics and techniques by watching them in action. Obviously you
start by making sure the affected devices can’t get to sensitive information, but this gives
you an opportunity to study your adversary.
A key part of this watching and waiting approach is continuing to collect detailed telemetry from
devices, and starting to capture full network traffic to and from them. This provides a full picture of
exactly what the adversary is doing (if anything) on the devices.

Investigate
The good news is that the investigation team has access to extensive telemetry from device activity
monitoring and network packet capture. Analyzing the first compromised device (the administrator’s
system) shows the kind of malware used, and then the organization can more definitively identify the
adversary by working with a threat intelligence service. Knowing the adversary gives your team a
good idea of what is being targeted and that specific adversary’s typical tactics. This will be critical
post-recovery. If you are counting quick wins you can
put another point on the board: comprehensive data
makes it much easier for investigators to identify root
cause and ultimately plan remediation and clean-up.
In light of the adversary’s sophistication the incident
response team performs a similar analysis on all other
devices performing callbacks to the botnet to
understand the attack timeline. Knowing what was
attacked when helps you track proliferation and
understand where controls failed. This is also critical
during the post-mortem.

If you are counting quick
wins you can put another
point on the board:
comprehensive data
makes it much easier for
investigators to identify
root cause and ultimately
plan remediation and
clean-up.

This analysis shows similar malware to the initial attack
on the CEO’s admin. Not wanting to take any chances, the team searches the entire organization for
similar indicators — scrutinizing device activity monitoring data, SIEM and event logs, and the
configuration management system. You will also want to consult network-based malware detection
devices and threat intelligence services to make sure you are looking at any additional touch points.
This analysis helps the team find another 4 compromised devices currently dormant and maintaining
presence in the organization after initial discovery. This is another quick win — if you hadn’t identified
the additional devices you would have failed to fully eject the adversary.

Remediate
Now the investigation team puts together its plan to remediate the environment, even though they
likely won’t be executing the clean-up — that is typically the responsibility of Operations. The team
recommends a big bang approach, re-imaging all affected devices within a narrow time window.
This approach removes the adversary’s chance to find alternative paths into your network to
maintain presence. A big bang clean-up needs to happen quickly, which involves pulling the infected
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devices off the network for reimaging, and the network team blocking IP addresses associated with
the adversary and looking for command and control patterns in egress filters.
At this point the security team can work with Operations to gain agreement on the remediation plan
to ensure the adversary is fully removed. Some Operations teams may be a bit resistant to this kind
of collaboration on the remediation plan, but if you have done a good job of building bridges with
your peers in the organization they will understand you
know more about the adversary than they do, and that

Once the operations team
has executed the big bang
remediation and fully
removed the attackers,
your work is still not done.
You need to learn from the
situation, tuning your
processes and controls to
respond more effectively
next time.

your plans reflect deep knowledge.

Learn
Once the operations team has executed the big bang
remediation and fully removed the attackers, your work
is still not done. You need to learn from the situation,
tuning your processes and controls to respond more
effectively next time. Thanks to quick response and
implementation of effective controls, you didn’t lose
data. That’s huge, but the adversaries will be back so
you need to be ready.
So you undertake a non-judgmental post-mortem to

evaluate the investigation and determine what went wrong. This evaluation covers active controls
and the monitoring environment. What can you do differently now that you know the adversary? Do
you need to change your threat management processes or control sets? Now is the time to make
those decisions.
Be sure to look at your response process. What could be done better? What additional tools or
automated triggers should come into play? Be brutally
honest with your team about what needs to change, and
put a plan in place to implement necessary process
changes, new processes, and additional controls.

Profit
When dealing with advanced attacks time is critical. So
the telemetry data for each affected endpoint is crucial.
Once you fail to collect data you cannot get it back or
use it to investigate any attacks. Similarly critical is the
ability to track an attack back though time to understand
how the adversary gained presence and then moved
within the environment. Then you can identify the areas
where your controls (and possibly detection) fell short.
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implementing a broader
threat management
process and making a
commitment — not just to
new and shiny
preventative technologies,
but also to bolstering your
ability to detect and
investigate attacks.
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Time is money to every organization — the sooner you can identify root cause, investigate the
attack, contain the damage, eradicate the adversary from your environment, and then implement
controls to keep them out, the better. And this can have a real monetary impact on your
organization.
You can achieve this by implementing a broader threat management process and making a
commitment — not just to new and shiny preventative technologies, but also to bolstering your
ability to detect and investigate attacks. But you still need to deal with the reality of compliance
mandates for traditional endpoint protection technologies — even though they won’t help against
advanced attackers. You have to balance your need to maintain existing controls against deploying
new technologies much better matched against today’s adversaries.
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Summary
Advanced adversaries require organizations to rethink how they manage threats. The idea that
targeted attacks can be prevented consistently is a pipe dream, so organizations need to shift away
from largely ineffective legacy technologies for protecting endpoints and servers. More specifically
this means devoting more resources and investing in innovative approaches to blocking attacks in
the first place, including advanced heuristics, application control, and isolation technologies.
But even with significant investment in innovative prevention, a persistent attacker will still
compromise your devices. This highlights the necessity of shifting security investment toward
detecting and investigating attacks. With the emergence of more effective means of collecting
detailed activity data/telemetry from endpoints and servers, security practitioners can now develop
attack timelines, and determine which devices were impacted faster and more accurately than ever
before.
Those who don’t expect to be targeted by advanced attacks need to think again. Even if you aren’t
specifically targeted by advanced ATTACKERS using the latest and greatest malware attacks, at
some point sooner than you expect, these attacks will appear within readily available malware kits,
making sophisticated malware accessible to unsophisticated attackers. It is a race against the clock
to make sure you are ready to deal with advanced attacks targeting your endpoints and servers in
time.

If you have any questions on this topic, or want to discuss your situation specifically, feel free to send
us a note at info@securosis.com or ask via the Securosis Nexus (http://nexus.securosis.com/).
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